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f you’re like most people, you’ve been going to the dentist
twice a year for as long as you can remember, but the trip
is never memorable. With PGH Smile Boutique (the correct
way to say the name is P-G-H Smile Boutique), you’ll not only
remember every visit, but look forward to them as well.
That’s because Dr. Andy Shieh has done something with
dentistry that hasn’t been done enough – design a practice
where patients’ comfort and experience come first. The result is
that your trip to the dentist will be more like going to a luxury
designer boutique where you just happen to get your smile
enhanced in the process.
“I worked in a large traditional group practice for over 10 years
and it’s time that I create something of my own,” said Dr. Shieh.
“I wanted to provide and offer what no other local dental office
has—a boutique and luxury experience for dentistry. Coming
here is like going to a Las Vegas designer store. It just feels
luxurious... upon entry, as you look down, you’ll be captivated
by the marble-like floor artistically designed with metallic
epoxy, and our contemporary track light ‘clouds’ hovering in the
exposed ceiling. Our large video wall and crystal halo chandelier
in the reception area will continue to make you wonder if you’ve
stepped into a dental office. We’ve set out to create a luxurious
feel that you simply don’t get in a traditional dentist’s office.”
In addition to the unique reception area, the exam rooms
continue the “boutiquey” luxurious vibe. Each one has a 55inch TV for patient education
and entertainment purposes, but
patients can also select their own
music from their iPhones to play
in the background during the visit.
And, perhaps the most radical
difference is one that patients will
notice right away: heated massaging
dental chairs to relax in during
treatment.
“We want to give our patients a
different positive experience from

what they had in the past with their old dental offices. From the
second they walk in, to the moment they leave, patients will
sense a luxurious, friendly and high-end environment where
they can relax and not have any anxieties during their visit,” Dr.
Shieh said. “We’re offering something different, a positive vibe,
and people will notice that right away.”
PGH Smile Boutique has spared no expense in the clinical
department as well. Dr. Shieh has assembled a talented group of
professionals to help him deliver his vision, and as far as practice
procedures go, it has some of the most cutting-edge dental
technology available to serve patients better and faster.
The practice offers same-day zirconia crowns without the
need for plastic temporary caps or making another appointment
for permanent crown placement. It also offers minimally invasive
facial cosmetic procedures to focus on helping patients maintain
a youthful look. From Botox to lip augmentation, PGH Smile
Boutique will not only give you the best smile around, but have
you feeling great about your entire look.
With a grand opening planned for May 2018, PGH Smile
Boutique will be the destination for a new experience of
dentistry in the Wexford/Warrendale/Cranberry area. It is located
at 904 Warrendale Village Drive in Warrendale, 15086.
To find out about all of the services provided, go to the
website at pghsmileboutique.com or check out the Instagram
account at @pghsmileboutique. There is a variety of payment
options and it is an “out-of-network”
provider for all insurances.
To schedule an appointment
or for specific questions you
may have, call directly at
724.799.8100. You can also email at
smilenow@pghsmileboutique.com.
PGH Smile Boutique is open
weekdays with convenient evening
hours.

